
could see a trend

developing even before

the seven-day VSA Oberlin

Acoustics workshop started.

More and more violin makers 

who attend the preceding violin making

workshop are staying on for a third week 

in this small Ohio college town in order

to improve their acoustic understanding,

exchange ideas and learn new skills. 

When in past years there might have been

an overlap of just two people between 

the two workshops, this year five of the 

40-or-so participants in the violin making

workshop went over to the ‘dark side’ of

acoustics. This is in good part because

violin acoustics have moved from purely

theoretical heights to a practical level:

violin makers are now using their

advanced acoustic understanding in 

their day-to-day workshop practice.

Saturday 28 June 

Organisers and participants start arriving

in Oberlin and over a dinner-time burger

in The Feve, one of our favourite eateries,

those of us extending our stay in town

witness one familiar face after another

come in. People have travelled from all

over the US and Europe, and even from 

as far as Japan.

My particular aim this week is to

understand more about modal analysis.

This is a technique that measures how the

different parts of a violin vibrate when it is

played – the idea being that by identifying

the movement characteristics of great

instruments, one can more closely copy

them. One of the people doing the most

interesting work in this field is George

Stoppani, a violin maker based in

Manchester, UK, and a tutor for this

course. George and I spend the evening

planning the project we will be pursuing

with American maker Terry Borman 

this week: to try to turn a cheap factory

fiddle into a ‘Stradivari’ using the results

from modal analysis.

Sunday 29 June

After a late breakfast in a local café, 

I prepare to put thoughts of practical violin

making aside for now, and let acoustics

theory kick in. The workshop starts at

11am with introductory lectures, a comfort

to the slightly nervous and intimidated-

looking violin makers. The workshop’s

organiser and co-director, Fan Tao from

D’Addario, introduces acoustic terms, and

Evan Davis of Boeing explains the impact

hammer rig (a measuring set-up) and

frequency response, and talks about 

body modes.

At 2pm Professor Colin Gough, from

Birmingham University in the UK, goes

over sine waves, partials and sawtooth
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Evan Davis of Boeing gives a presentation on frequency response and body modes
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The 2008 VSA Oberlin acoustics workshop challenged violin maker
ANDREAS HUDELMAYER to turn a factory fiddle into a ‘Stradivari’,
a task that needed some serious science and the odd late-night beer
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